INSTRUCTION

Setting up sonnenanker for cantilever parasols
Step 1: Check package contents
The following parts are included in delivery:
1 Stainless steel disc (base)
2 Stainless steel anchor, with pointed tips
3 Stainless steel umbrella pole sleeve
4 Screw with black thermoset or stainless steel ball handle
5 Screw with small red thermoset or stainless steel ball handle
6 Silicon matt
7 special tool

Step 2: Assembly
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lift the umbrella pole sleeve with the wooden rod out of the box and unscrew all parts. Take the plastic linings
and the special tool out of the pole sleeve. Set aside the wooden rod; it is only needed for packaging.
Lift the disc out of the box. You will find the silicon matt below it.
Hold the stainless steel disc so the bottom is pointing upwards. Lay the silicon matt over it. Screw the threaded
part of the anchor with pointed tips approximately two-thirds of the way into the threaded hole on the disc.
Flip the disc, matt and anchor so they are pointing down and set the anchor into a gap. If you expect the
umbrella will be submitted to heavy forces, choose a spot near where the boards are fastened to the substructure. This will lessen any bending of the deck boards when the umbrella and stand are under heavy strain.
Turn the anchor so it is at a right angle to the gap between the boards. The slot in the anchor head shows the
direction the anchor is pointing in. Hold the anchor in this position and turn the disc until it is snug. It glides
quite easily over the silicon matt.
You can use the special tool to tighten the stainless steel disc. Place it on the threaded sleeve in the centre
of the disc with the pin in the bore hole right next to the threaded sleeve and secure it with the provided nut.
Tighten the disc with a modest amount of force so that it can be loosened when needed. Remember that dry
boards can swell in wet conditions.
Turn the disc in a position that allows the small red ball screw to enter a gap in the wood patio. You might have to turn
back the disc a bit. Turn in the ball screw through the small drill hole in the disc. This will perforate the silicon matt.

Step 3: Completion
•
•

Now screw the umbrella pole sleeve tightly onto the thread that is sticking up out of the disc. Re-check the
slot to ensure the anchor is still in the right position. If the gaps are large, the anchor must be placed at a
90°angle to the gap; if the gaps are narrow, it may be postioned diagonally at a minimum angle of 45°.
Finally, insert the umbrella pole into the cup and clamp it in tightly with the ball screw. Use the extra pieces
found in the cup upon delivery to centre thin umbrella poles.

Important note! The silicon matt should only be used when Anchor Base is to be fixed in one place on the wood
deck, as described above. Otherwise, the matt will make it difficult to relocate Anchor Base. When you order Anchor
Base with silicon matt you are provided an anchor with pointed tips which is not suitable for often relocating Anchor
Base. If you want to use your Anchor Base without silicon matt you can order an anchor without pointed tips.
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